
AUBERT 

2019 Park Avenue Estate Sonoma Coast Chardonnay 

Tasting Notes 
 
Vineyard and Vintage  

Park Avenue elicits thoughts of icons, history, towers, and titans. Nestled between our ‘Lauren’ and ‘CIX’ Estate 

Vineyards, Park Avenue was our fourth Estate Vineyard to be planted and fifth to come into production. It shares 

the same hillside and exposure as Lauren, but has a distinctly different stretch of ancient seabed and subsoils. 

 

The 2019 Chardonnays possess an elusive combination of attributes only discovered in hallmark vintages – 

textural, voluminous presence, yet a weightless, seductive elegance. We are thrilled to share these wines. 

 

Winter began with copious rainfall to reinvigorate the soil after a long 2018 growing season. A wet winter is 

critical for the vintage ahead. Adequate rainfall distributes soil nutrients more evenly and readily throughout the 

soil profile, which is essential for the vine’s nourishment. Spring and summer could best be summarized as 

remarkably uneventful. The days were long and warm without heat incidents, which allowed for a stable, even 

fruit set across all our vineyards. The late summer to early fall remained moderate, promoting even, gradual 

ripening. There are years where harvest can seem like a sprint, but 2019 felt more like a marathon. Our pace was 

steady and judicious, spanning several weeks of harvest. A typical mid-September conclusion to harvest was drawn 

out to early October. This cool, lengthy hang time allowed for symbiotic ripening and flavor accumulation, all 

while retaining strong natural acids.  

 

The 2019 Chardonnays are wines of great finesse, purity and pleasure. They carry wonderful, hedonistic weight, 

but are framed by their inner brightness and fresh acidity. Their purity exposes all of their intricacies, and it’s 

self-evident that they belong to the vineyards but are distinctly ours. They are…Undeniably Aubert. 

 

Mark Aubert’s Tasting Notes  

As the newest addition to the Aubert Estates, the 2019 Park Avenue Chardonnay makes an exhilarating debut with 
attractive aromatics of citrus oils, green orchard fruit, key lime sorbet, and spiced white tea. The mineral sense 
and stain on the palate articulate the distinction of the vineyard site. The greenish hue on the edge of the glass is 
reflective of the wine’s health and youthful splendor. This is a stunning wine to drink now or hold for 10 years. 
The wine is slightly hazy showing our commitment to minimal intervention winemaking. 
 
Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, January 2021: Spotlight on Aubert 

2019 Chardonnay Park Avenue Estate          Sonoma Coast ($90.00; release date 07/2021)      97 - 100 Points 

A tank sample, the 2019 Chardonnay Park Avenue leaps out of the glass with provocative notes of white peaches, 

fresh pears, lemon curd and chalk dust plus spicy hints of coriander seed, nutmeg and white pepper. The full-

bodied palate is super intense with wonderful tension and lots of mineral accents to the concentrated flavors, 

finishing with epic length and long-lingering spicy kick. 

 

Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media: Sonoma 2021 Edition    

2019 Chardonnay Park Avenue Estate           Sonoma Coast ($90.00; release date 07/2021)       93 - 95 Points 

The 2019 Park Avenue Estate is a new wine in the range. It emerges from a 12-acre parcel adjacent to Lauren. It 

offers a compelling interplay of lemon confit and floral nuances. 

 

Bottled in December 2020 

Unfined and unfiltered 


